COMPANY ANNOUNCEMENT – JOB ADVERTISEMENT

CSP are a leading facilities management company specialising in venue and event management at
leading sporting and entertainment venues across the UK. Due to unprecedented growth a newly
created position as Head of Security Operations is now available to develop & enhance our security
& stewarding services. We are a leading provider for external security & stewarding operations at
high profile venues in addition to offering a full range of internal services across various racecourses.
Our unique blend of operations provides different challenges but also huge growth potential!
Supporting the Head of Operations for Combined Services and in response to CSP’s strategic goals,
the Head of Security Operations will be responsible in developing and delivering a security and
stewarding strategy. Centring in on new business development within the M25, to innovate and
develop new methodologies to further improve our offer and finally, develop a centre of excellence
for both security and stewarding which in turn will provide all training and development
requirements for all roles.
The Head of Security Operations will have full accountability, including operational, financial and
compliance, for all security and stewarding contracts and is responsible for the continuous
improvement and development of a range of site specific services. In the addition, line
management will be provided to the Security and Stewarding Operations Manager, Assistant
Security and Stewarding Operations Managers. The Head of Security Operations will be
accountable in leading the training and development of the team of frontline colleagues, ensuring
that exceptional quality services, high performance and standards are delivered through effective
communication of CSP’s core objectives, Values and culture.
The individual will have a strong operational background within security & stewarding services and
encompass our 3 Values:
Caring: A desire to deliver excellence in customer service, both internal and external; Safe:
Understanding the need for full compliance in terms of legislation, Health and Safety and
operational planning; Professional: Representing both our and our clients’ brands in a positive
manner whilst exceeding financial targets;
If you are not put off by a busy environment, not a clock watcher and can work under pressure then
please apply today!

Applications should be forwarded to: nicola.carman@gotocsp.com by Wednesday 15th November

CSP Ltd are an Equal Opportunities Employer

